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ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR OF SOLUTIONS OF

NONLINEAR FUNCTIONAL

DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS IN BANACH SPACE

BY

JOHN R. HADDOCK

Abstract. Let X be a Banach space and let C = C([-r,0],X) denote the

space of continuous functions from [—r, 0] to X. In this paper the problem of

convergence in norm of solutions of the nonlinear functional differential

equation x = F(t,x¡) is considered where F: [0, oo) X C -* X. As a special

case of the main theorem, stability results are given for the equation

*(0 = /('>*(')) + ?('>*()> where —f(t, ■) — a(f)/ satisfies certain accretive

type conditions and git, •) is Lipschitzian with Lipschitz constant 8{i) closely

related to a{t).

1. Introduction. Let X he a Banach space with norm ||-|| and let C

= C([-r,0],X) denote the space of continuous functions which map the

interval [—r, 0] into X, where r > 0 is given. For ci> G C, define ||<J>||C

= max_r<J<0||cf)(i)||. If x: I -* X is continuous on / = [t0 — r,t0 + a) for

some a > 0, then, for each t E [t0,tQ + a), xt G C is defined by xt(s)

= x(t + s), -r < s < 0. We consider the nonlinear, nonautonomous func-

tional differential equation

(1.1) x{t0,<t>){t) = F{t,xt{t0,<b)),       xto(t0,<¡>) = <p,       t > t0

where F: [0, oo) X CF -* X, CF C C. For a discussion of examples from

which equations such as (1.1) arise, we refer to §§1 and 5 of [11].

The purpose of this paper is to provide sufficient conditions for convergence

in norm and convergence of solutions of equation (1.1). We find it convenient

(although not necessary) to assume throughout this paper that

(1.2) F(t,0) = 0   for all t> 0.

The principal technique involved depends on a close examination of the right

derivative with respect to F of the norm ||-|| of A" defined by
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(1.3) D+(tM0U,F) = Hm J(||*(0) + AF(/,*)|| - ||*(0)||)

for all (t,<b) in the domain of F. We note that this limit always exists (cf. [8,

§11.5]). We are particularly interested in examining D+(t,<¡>(0),<¡>,F) with

respect to certain subsets of C. One such important subset is the set C0 defined

by

C0 = {* E C: U\\c = U(0)\\)
and we rely heavily on the inequality

(1.4) D+(t,<b(0),<b,F) < 0   for all <j> E C0 n CF   and   t > 0.

As a consequence of our main result on convergence in norm of solutions,

we prove (Theorem 4.1 and Remark 4.1) stability and asymptotic stability of

equation (1.1) when the rightThand side takes the more specialized form

(1.5) F(t,<b) = f(t,<t>(0)) + g(t,<P),

where the "ordinary" part / in some sense dominates the "functional" part g.

By applying some well-known properties of accretive (monotone) operators,

we obtain, as a special case of our work, recent results of Webb [12] and

Bressan and Dyson [2], where it is assumed —f—al satisfies certain accretive

type conditions and g is Lipschitzian with Lipschitz constant closely related to

a. This will be discussed in detail in §4.

2. Preliminary remarks and results. By a solution of (1.1) on I0 = [t0, oo), we

mean a function x(t0,<b)(-) = x(-), absolutely continuous on bounded inter-

vals of I0, such that xt = d> and x(t) = F(t,xt) a.e. on I0. It is fundamentally

important to us that the following condition is satisfied:

f If x(tQ,£)(•) = x(-) is a solution of (1.1) on I0 = [tQ, oo), then

(2-1)     j D+{\\x{t)\\) =def lim^GWr + h) - x(t)\\)/h = D+(t,xt(0),xt,F)

I for any t E IQ such that x(t) = F(t,xt).

Remark 2.1. If F is continuous on [i0,oo)xC and maps closed and

bounded sets into bounded sets and if (1.4) holds, then (2.1) holds and,

furthermore, for each <? E C, (1.1) has a solution x(t0,</>)(•) = x(-) on [r0, oo)

such that x(t) = F(t,x,) for all t > t0. This follows as a special case of the

main results of Lakshmikantham, Mitchell and Mitchell [7]. If F is not

continuous, the problem of showing that (2.1) holds becomes slightly more

difficult. This case will be briefly discussed in §4.

The following fundamental lemma and subsequent corollary are essential to

our results.
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Lemma 2.1. Suppose (1.4) and(2.1) hold. If x{t0,</>)(•) is a solution o/(l.l) on

[t0,oo), then \\x(t0,<p){t)\\ < \\<f>\\c for all t > tQ.

Proof. It follows from (1.4) and (2.1) that, for any solution x(t0,<#>)(•)

= x{-) of (1.1) on [/0,oo), D+{\\x{t)\\) < 0 for any / > t0 such that x(t)

= F{t,xt) and ||x,||c = \\x(t)\\. Now, suppose the lemma does not hold for

some <f>. Set u0 = \\<j>\\c. Then there exists w, > u0 and tx > t0 such that

IW'o'^H'i)!! = llx('i)ll = u\ • Let h De tne first sucn l'me mat mis occurs and

let e0 be the slope of the ray with endpoint {t0, u0) and passing through (¡,, ux).

Now for each 0 < e < e0, let u(í,e) denote the ray with slope £ and with left

endpoint {t0,u0). For each such e, let t{s) > t0 denote the first time that

IU(/(e))|| = m(?(e),£). Since, for each e, w(-,e) is an increasing function of /, we

have

(i) 11*,^) ||c = ||jc(/(e))|| for each t{e) and

(ü)£)+(||x(/(e))||) > u'{t{E),E) = e provided Z)+(||x(/(e))||) exists.

But Z)+(||x(/)||) exists a.e. on (t0,tx ] and, since the set (í(e): 0 < e < e0} has

positive measure, it follows that D+(||a:(/(e1))||) exists for some e, < e0. By (i)

and (ii), ||xi( )||c = ||-x(/(e,))|| and £>+(||x(í(e,))||) = e, > 0. This contradicts

properties in the first sentence in the proof and the lemma follows.

Remark 2.2. If (1.4) is satisfied and if F is continuous on [0, oo) X C and

maps closed and bounded sets into bounded sets, it follows from Remark 2.1

and Lemma 2.1 that, for any <p G C and t0 > 0, x{t0,<(>){t) satisfies the

differential equation (1.1) on the entire interval [i0,oo) and ||x(í0,cí))(i)||

< ||ci>||c for all t > t0. Under these conditions on F, Lemma 2.1 becomes a

special case of a more general comparison principle (cf. [6, Volume II, pp.

6-8]). Likewise, the proof of the general comparison result takes a somewhat

simpler form since the almost everywhere condition does not arise in this case.

It should be pointed out, however, that Lemma 2.1 can be extended in a

straightforward manner to include the comparison principle of [6]. Since we

do not need this more general result, we omit the details.

The next result follows immediately from Lemma 2.1.

Corollary 2.1. Suppose (1.4) an<i (2.1) hold. Ifx(tQ,<¡>)(-) is a solution o/(l.l)

on [t0, oo), then \\x,(t0,(b)\\ is a nonincreasing function of t on [i0, oo).

3. A general result on convergence in norm. In this section, we establish

conditions with respect to D+(t,<¡>(0),<b,F) which guarantee the existence of

the limit

(3.1) lim\\x(t0,<t>)(t)\\.

The main result is then applied in §4 to illustrate how to obtain, under certain

conditions, existence of the stronger limit
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(3.2) lim x(t0,<p)(t).

If the inequality Z)+(r,<f>0(0),<i>0,i:') < 0 is satisfied for all r > 0 and

<f>0 G C0 n CF, it follows from Corollary 2.1 that, for any t0 > 0 and <p E C

such that x(t0, <£>)(•) is defined on [r0, oo),

lim ||x.(ro,<f>)||    exists
/-»oo

(provided, of course, (2.1) holds). By assuming the above inequality holds for

a certain subset of C that actually contains C0, we establish in Theorem 3.1

that the stronger limit (3.1) exists. This limit may depend on the particular

solution.

In order to emphasize that we will be dealing with sets "between" C0 and

C, for each e, y such that 0 < y < e, we define

C(y,e) = {<i> E C: ||<f>||c - ||*(0)|| < y, ||«i»||c < 2e and ||<f>(0)|| > e}.

Clearly, C(8,e) C C(y,e) for any 0 < 8 < y. Now, let A denote the set of all

functions tj(-) defined on (0, oo) such that 0 < rj(e) < e for each e > 0.

Clearly, A is nonempty. For each rj(-) E A, define

C(t/0) =  U C(rj(e),e) U {0}.
£>0

Lemma 3.1. For each tj(-) E A,

C0 C C(tj(-)) C C

and each containment is proper.

Proof. The proof is simple. First of all, it is clear from the above definitions

that C0 is a proper subset of C(tj(-)). Now, let <f> E C be such that, for

example, <t>(-r) = 2<f>(0). Then, for any e, y such that 0 < y < e, <f» g C(y, e).

Thus, <f> £ C(t)(-)) (for any tj(-) E A). Hence, C(rj(-)) is a proper subset of C.

Theorem 3.1. In addition to (2.1), suppose there exists a function rj(-) E A

such that

(3.3) D+(t,<b(0)>4>,f) < 0

for all t > 0and<¡> E C(tjQ) n CF. Then, for any t0 > Qand<b E C such that

x(t0,<t>)i-) of {1.1) is defined on [t0, oo),

lim ||x(r0,<í>)(OII exists.
/-»oo

Proof. Suppose there exist r0 > 0 and $ E C such that x(t0,<?)(•) is

defined on [/0, oo) and x(t0, <b)(t) = x(t) does not converge in norm as t -> oo.
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Since (3.3) is satisfied for all t > 0 and <#> G C0 n CF C C(tj(-)) n CF, it

follows from Corollary 2.1 that \\xt\\c is a nonincreasing function of /. Hence,

||x, || -* a as t -* oo for some a > 0. If a = 0, the proof is complete since

IMOH < "iaxí-r<í<rll-x:(í)ll = \\x, lie "* 0- So we may assume a > 0.

Let e > 0 be chosen such that e < a < 2e. Then 0 < tj(e) < e, where

Tj(-) G A is from the hypothesis of the theorem. (We are now ready for the

crucial part of the proof.) Since \\xt\\ is nonincreasing to a and ||x(/)|| does not

converge, a constant ß > 0 (ß < min(Tj(E)/3,a - e}) and sequences {t'n), {tn},

tending monotonically to oo as n -> oo, can be chosen in such a manner that

\\x(tn)\\ -»• «   as n ^ oo

and, for each n,

t'n<tn<t'n+X    and    \\\x(tn)\\ - \\x{t'n)\\\ = ß.

Furthermore, ß,{t'„} and {tn) can be chosen such that

(3.4) IIWOII-IWOIIK/3 fori;</<v

Let T = T(e, tj(-)) be chosen sufficiently large that

Ik lie - a < iGO/3 and Wxt\\c < 2e

for all t > T. Also, let M be chosen such that | ||x(in)|| - a\ < tj(e)/3 for all

n > M. Finally, let N be chosen sufficiently large that t'n,tn^T and

||jc(0II > £ for n > TV and ij, < t < rn. This can be accomplished due to (3.4)

and the choice of ß. Therefore, for n > max{M, N] and t'n < / < tn, we have

IKIIc-IWo)ll-IIKIIc-IK(o)lll<IIKIIc-«l

+l«-lkÜlll + IIW/n)ll-lkOIII

< 7,(e)/3 + 7,(e)/3 + ß < T,(£).

Thus, xt E C(tj(e),e) C C(t/(-)) for such t since ||x, ||c - 11^(0)11 < tj(e), ¡{x^

< 2e and ||^(0)|| > e. It now follows from (3.3) that

¿>+(IKOII)<0   a.e.on[/;,g

for each n > max{M,N}. Hence, for n > max{M,A^}, we have

\\x(tn)\\-\\x(t'n)\\ = (';D+(\\x(t)\\)<0,

which implies \\x(tn)\\ < ||jc(í;)||. But | ||x(/„)|| - \\x(t'n)\\ | = jS for each n and

it follows that
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\\x(tn)\\ = IWOH +ß>a + ß/2

for sufficiently large n since ||x(f„)|| -> a as n -> oo. This inequality contra-

dicts that \\xt \\c \ a as t -* oo and the proof is complete.

To see that Theorem 3.1 does not, in fact imply existence of the stronger

limit (3.2), we need only to consider the ordinary differential equation (r = 0)

yó.j) Xx   == X2, X2  ==       Xx,

where, in this case, X = R2. With euclidean norm, the conditions of Theorem

3.1 are satisfied, but no solution of (3.5) with nonzero initial condition

converges.

4. Examples involving accretive type conditions. In this section, we employ

our previous results to equations of the form

(4.1) x{tQ,<p)(t) = fit,x{t0,<t>){t)) + g(t,x,it0,«j)),   xlQ = <f»,

where/: [0, oo) X Xf -* X, X¡ C X, and g: [0, oo) X Cg -> X, Cg C C. Further,

we assume/(r,0) = 0 = g(t,0) so the right-hand side, F, of equation (1.1)

takes the form

(4.2) F(t,4>) = f(t,<t>(0)) + g(t,4>)

which was mentioned in §1. Recalling that the limit

lim t(\\x + hy\\ - \\x\\)

always exists for any x, y E X, we have the following

Theorem 4.1. Suppose there exist functions a, ß,p, q: [0, oo) -> [0, oo) such

that the following conditions are satisfied:

(i) ß(t) < a(t)yfor all t > 0 and some 0 < y < 1 ;

(ii)/? is continuous on [0, oo) withp(0) = 0 andp(u) > 0 if u ^ 0;

(iii) q(u) < p(u) for all u > 0;

(iv) ||g(i,*)|| < ß(i)q(U\\c)forall(t,$) E [0, oo) X Cg; and

(v) lim^o+dl* + hf{t,x)\\ - \\x\\)/h < -a(t)p(\\x\\) for all (t,x) E [0, oo)

XXf.
Then condition (3.3) is satisfied for the function F in (4.2) and some function

t,0 E A.

Proof. For each e > 0, define T(e) = {u: e < u < 2e} and let ô(e)

= min{p(u): u E T(e)) and o(e) = 5(e)(1 - y)/2y. Then 5(e), a(e) > 0 since

/?(•) is continuous and /?(«) > 0 if u ¥= 0. We define tj(-) E A as follows: for

each e > 0, /?(•) is uniformly continuous on r(e), so choose T/(e) > 0 such that
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ij(e) < e and \p(ux) - p(u2)\ < a(e) for all ux,u2 E T(e) with \ux - u2\ < tj(e).

By the Axiom of Choice, we may choose each rj(e) such that rj(-) is well

defined. Hence, r/(-) E A. For the remainder of the proof, it suffices to show

that, for each e > 0, D+(t,<p(0),<p,F) < 0 for / > 0 and <f> E C(n(e),e)

n cF.
Now, for any t > 0 and <i> E CF,

D+(t,<p(0U,F) = Km+ \(U(0) + hF(t,$)\\ - U(0)\\)

= Hm+ J(||*(0) + hf(t,<b(0)) + hg(t,<t>)\\ - M0)\\)

< ton ±(||*(0) + hf(t,<t>(0))\\ - U(0)\\) + \\g(t,*)\\

< -«(0X11^(0)11) + ß(t)q(H\\)

< -a(t)p(H(0)\\) + a(t)yp(U\\).

Hence, for any / > 0 and <j> E C(r¡(e), e) n CF, it can be seen from straight-

forward calculations that

D+(tM0),4>,F) < -«(0X11^(0)11) + a(0y[/?(||<|»(0)l|) + a(e)]

< -ct(t)p(U(0)\W - y - yo(e)/8(e)]

< -a(t)Ke)p(U(0)\\l

where n(e) = I - y - yo(e)/8(e). By the choice of a(e), it follows that 0 < /¿(e)

< 1 and, therefore,

(4.3) D+(t, <p(0), <t>,F)< -a(i)M(e)5(e)

for t > 0 and d> E C(?j(e),e) (~l CF. Since e > 0 was arbitrary,

D+(t,4>(0U,E) < 0

for any / > 0 and $ E C(-q(-)) n CF. This completes the proof.

For the remainder of this paper, we indicate how to obtain and to extend

recent results in [12] and [2] by using Theorem 4.1. By utilizing a general result

due to Crandall and Liggett [3], Webb [12] employed nonlinear semigroup

theory to prove asymptotic stability of the autonomous counterpart to

equation (4.1) essentially under the conditions:

X*, the dual space of X is uniformly convex; —f—al is accretive;

/44xi?(7 - A/) = X for 0 < X < l/max(0,a) (where R(I - A/) is the range

of the operator / — \f); and g is Lipschitzian with Lipschitz constant ß,

-a + ß < 0.
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Bressan and Dyson [2] have extended Webb's results to the nonautonomous

case. In order to apply our results to the conditions of [2], we need the

following brief discussion.

Let F be an arbitrary Banach space with norm ||-|| and let A: YA -* Y be an

operator on 7^ C 7. Further, let L(A) denote the smallest number such that:

for each bounded set Q C YA such that A{Q) is bounded and for each

ß > 0, £ > 0 there is a number S such that

(4.5) (||jc -y + h[Ax - Ay]\\ - \\x -y\\)/h < L{A)\\x -y\\ + e

whenever 0 < h < 5 and x,y E Q with \x — y\\ > ß {L{A) may be oo). An

operator A : YA -» Y is said to be accretive (monotone) if

(4.6) \\x-y + X[Ax-Ax]\\>\\x-y\\

for all x, y G YA and X > 0.

By assuming that, for each fixed t, -/(/, •) - a(t)I satisfies the conditions of

(4.4), we have from well-known properties of £(•) with respect to accretive

operators that

(4.7) Li-Hit, •) - a(t)I)) - L(f(t, •)) + a(t) < 0.

For details, see, for instance, [9]. Hence,

(4.8) L(f(t, •)) < -a{t)

for all t > 0. Therefore, by setting y = 0 and recalling that /(/, 0) = 0, it

follows from the definition of £(•) that

(4.9) lim(||x + hf(t,x)\\ - \\x\\)/h < L(f(t, -))\\x\\ < -a(i)\\x\\

for each (t,x) G [0, oo) X Xf,t^.

Remark 4.1. If -f(t, ■) - a{t)I satisfies the conditions of (4.4) and if

||*(f,*)|| < 0(OII*llc for all (/,</>) G [0,oo)xCg(i.), where ß(t) < a(t)y, 0
< y < 1, then it follows from (4.9) that the conditions of Theorem 4.1 are

satisfied for X") = « = q(u), u > 0. If, in addition, J00 a(t)dt = oo, stand-

ard arguments as in [1] can be applied to show that solutions defined for all

future t must tend to zero. To obtain asymptotic stability of (4.1), then,

requires establishing appropriate existence results. Note that under these

conditions on /and g with y < 1, (uniform) stability of (4.1) can be concluded

directly from Corollary 2.1.

Remark 4.2. As was mentioned above, existence results need to be

established along with the stability results discussed in Remark 4.1. This can

be done in one fashion via nonlinear semigroup theory, as in [12], [2] or [4], by
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applying fundamental results of Crandall and Liggett [3] and Flaschka and

Leitman [5]. (See [10] for an extension of some results in [5].) For this case, we

have not improved the stability results of [12] and [2], but, rather, we have

approached the problem from a different and hopefully somewhat simpler

viewpoint. On the other hand, if / and g are defined and continuous on

[0, oo) X AT and [0, oo) X C, respectively, and map closed and bounded sets of

their respective domains into bounded sets of X, then the situation becomes

quite different. In fact, for this case, we actually improve the results of [12] and

[2]. Existence is no longer a difficulty since, from [7], the conditions of Lemma

2.1, hence Theorem 4.1, are enough to guarantee existence of a solution

x(t0,$)(•) on [io>°o) for each initial condition xt = <#>. (Note that (2.1)

automatically holds with / and g continuous.) Hence, we can apply Corollary

2.1 and Theorem 4.1 to obtain stability and asymptotic stability whenever

~f(i> 0 ~~ a(t) I is not necessarily accretive org(r, •) is not necessarily Lipschit-

zian.

As a final comment, we note that, since our main result (Theorem 3.1) was

given in a general setting, it offers more flexibility in applications than results

designed specifically for equation (4.1). Also, it should be pointed out that

Theorem 3.1 is new even for the more specialized but very important finite

dimensional case X = R". This result, then, can be used to generalize and

extend previous results for this special case. See, for instance, [1] and [13].
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